10,000 more U.S. deaths every month.

Tobacco is still the #1 cause of preventable death. And movies recruit girls to smoke.

On November 16, 2005, thirty-two state Attorneys General asked the U.S. film industry to add anti-tobacco spots to all future videos with smoking.

For the last eight months, the studios and their lobbying group, the Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA), have yet to say yes or no to this reasonable request.

Reasonable...because a decade of research identifies on-screen smoking as the #1 recruiter of new young smokers in the U.S.

And of the 590,000 adolescents recruited to smoke each year by their exposure to tobacco imagery in movies, tobacco will kill 120,000.

That means each month of delay by studios adds 10,000 more American kids to the future tobacco death toll.

Plus an uncalculated number of deaths in other countries, where both Hollywood and Big Tobacco now make most of their revenue.

Why did state attorneys general ask for anti-tobacco spots on future videos?

1] They’re easy. Look at how many disks carry the MPAA’s anti-piracy message. That probably took a couple of phone calls. And spots don’t alter movie content at all.

2] They’re effective. Tests show that anti-tobacco spots before a film lessen the impact of tobacco imagery. And viewers are just as likely to recommend the movie to friends.

3] Movies don’t stop pushing tobacco after they leave the theater. Videos and downloads are perpetual promotion machines, a big reason why companies pony up millions for product placement.

As a member of the film industry, you have a once-in-a-lifetime chance to protect women and girls around the world—and avert 120,000 future deaths a year in the U.S. alone.

Updating the MPAA’s rating system to clear smoking out of future kid-rated films (except for real historical figures and depictions of harsh health consequences) will do the most good.

Until the MPAA adopts the rating change, it must at least agree to add anti-tobacco spots to future videos.

The health threat from on-screen smoking is proven. Science-based policy solutions are endorsed by every major health organization.

Each month that passes without a clear answer to the state Attorneys General condemns 10,000 more U.S. kids to eventual death by tobacco.

Corruption or stupidity created this public health crisis. If you have real influence, prove it. Use it now.

Find your own answers at SmokeFreeMovies.ucsf.edu

The R-rating, among other Smoke Free Movies policy proposals, is endorsed by the World Health Organization, American Medical Association, American Academy of Pediatrics, American Heart Association, American Lung Association, American Legacy Foundation, National Parent Teacher Association (PTA), Society for Adolescent Medicine, L.A. County Department of Health Services, and others. This project is supported by the Arimathrea Fund of the Tides Foundation and other donors. Visit online or write us: Smoke Free Movies, UCSF School of Medicine, San Francisco, CA 94143-1580.